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Lärka: introduction
A freely available Intelligent Computer Assisted Language Learning
(ICALL) platform developed at Språkbanken
➢ Builds on a variety of language technology resources
(corpora, lexical resources, NLP tools)
➢ Aim: support language teachers, learners and researchers
➢ Web-based, functionalities also available as web services
➢

Multiple-choice exercises
➢

➢
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item generation
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seed sentences
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Word Guess

Gamified lexical resourse re-use
➢ Hangman game mechanism
➢ Clues: definitions, translations
➢

https://spraakbanken.gu.se/larkalabb/wordguess

instant
feedback
automatic distractor
suggestion

Listening exercise

Listen to a word and type it
➢ Clues: sentences or first letter
➢ Nuance text-to-speech technology
➢ Machine-learning for the automatic
classification of target word
complexity
➢

https://spraakbanken.gu.se/larkalabb/liwrix

TextEval: text complexity analysis
Aim: classification of second and
foreign language (L2) texts into
proficiency (CEFR) levels
➢ Texts written by (productive) or for
(receptive) L2 learners can be
analyzed for complexity
➢ Machine-learning based CEFR level
assessment and statistics
➢ Per-token color-coded CEFR levels
➢

text to analyze

results

- darker shades: receptive vocabulary
- lighter shades: productive vocabulary

Feature set

Supervised machine learning
➢ Training data:
➢

- receptive: L2 coursebook corpus
(COCTAILL)
- productive: L2 essay corpus (SweLL)

➢

Accuracy: 81% (receptive)
72% (productive)

From KELLY, an L2 frequency
word lists with mappings to CEFR
levels based on frequency bands
➢ CEFR levels of tokens, not words
as lexical features (data sparsity)
➢

Incidence score

(normalized category count)

http://spraakbanken.gu.se/larka/texteval

HitEx: exercise item selection
Overview
Aim: identify sentences from corpora
to be used as L2 exercise items
➢ Why: a. authentic language use
b. available in large quantities
➢ Challenges:
a. sentences might be too difficult or
b. sometimes out of context.
➢ HitEx: a hybrid system for sentence
selection with 25 criteria
- machine learning L2 complexity
- rules
all other criteria
➢ Criteria set as filters or rankers

Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR)

➢

http://gostudylink.net/en/blog/cefr-levels-explained

How well does it work?
correct %

Architecture

A1: harder than it should be
A2, B1: appropriate difficulty

User interface
computed
on-the-fly
highly
customizable
machine
learning
detailed information per sentence
https://spraakbanken.gu.se/larkalabb/hitex

